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Sunday 
We took a taxi in Bretigny at 9h and we went to the airport. The plane arrived in 
Helsinki at 4 pm after 3 hours in the plane. 
After the flight we went to the house of the host to laid the luggage and eat a little. 
We took the bus for going to rink with the french student and her host, it was very fun 
and after we go to the mall and eat on Heesburger after this we back to home. 
 
 
Monday 
The Monday it’s the first time in the school we make the presentation of her host and 
take a breakfast in the school and we have see a picture for presenting the country 
after this we going to eat in the canteen after eat we go to visit the town of Helsinki 
and visit Suomenlinna an island and we back to house. 
 

 

Tuesday  

In the morning we go in the center of Helsinki and visit the old University of Helsinki, 
learn about the history of this place. We have eat in a restaurant “the caverna”, We 
visit the Electric Center Helen, they produce electricity for all the city of Helsinki and 
have the least polluting power plant. 

 

Wednesday 

In the morning we've split in two group, One cooked, the other one think about the 
future and what type of new technologies can we have in 20 years. After lunch we 
done what the other group done. When we have finished the activities of the day 
we've hangout in a train station and eat a burger in a Finnish brand. 



 

 

Thursday 

 
At 9,30 to 12 we go to the library to solve the problem in groups around the topic 
«how to save the world through education». 
Next we lunch at the canteen at 13 with all the students. 
The afternoon we answer this question by making some power point, after this we do 
a video which saying a sentence in front of the camera per person at 15,30 to 16. 
The night we go with all the students to the pool of Helsinki next to the ocean, it was 
really fun and very cold. 
 



 

Friday 

Visit to waste incinerator at 9 to 11 we saw all the system and all the way to 
incinerate and clean the waste. 

 

Lunch at school 12 to 12,45. 

Final discussions about our project and evalutions with kahoot about Helsinki and 
tradition of this country. 

Next we “plant” the Greetings from tomorrow tree at 14,45 with all the teacher and 
student 

And finally there was the Party at school with food and traditional dance with the 
students at 18 to 20. 



 

 

Saturday 

Leaving Helsinki at 9:50 eating the breakfast at the airport and sleep on the plane. 
 

 


